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Megalift was appointed as the forwarder to undertake the project management and coordination of the cargo known 
as Condensate Filtration Skid. Due to some constraints from the port, we had to perform a sideway loadout method, 
which is different from the normal Mediterranean RORO procedure. It posed a higher degree of risks in the lost of the 
barge’s sideway heeling stability. Along with an offset in center of gravity (COG) due to offshore’s lifting compliance, 
it was mandatory to execute a 100% ballasting which is more complicated and time-consuming. 

The entire movement from transporting out of the fabrication yard to sailing off the barge took us five full days, after 
months of prior preparation, meetings, fabrication and installation. 

We are really happy rendering our service to our client who is performing the fabrication of this Condensate Filtration 
Skid for the very first time. It is also our pleasure to be part of the project as this particular filtration system is the latest 
technology to be newly integrated in the offshore platform.   

Cargo: Condensate Filtration Skid
Dimension: L11.00 m x W10.00 m x H7.00 m

Weight: 270 ton

Oil & Gas PROJECT



Oil & Gas PROJECT

The upgrade of an oil and gas refinery project in Port 
Dickson has begun with importation of various cargoes. 
We’re glad that Megalift has been appointed as the 
logistics partner.

The investment is key as an advancement move to 
produce better quality diesel to meet the Malaysian 
government’s environmental standards. 

Power & Energy PROJECT

If you’ve been following our newsletters, you’d probably know 
solar is one of the major industries that we largely specialise in. 
How can we not when it is a sustainable green energy that our 
country is leveraging on.  We are glad to say we have recently 
embarked on our 15th solar project in Malaysia.

For this project, we are handling a total of more than 600 
containers in three different locations, passing through three 
different ports in Malaysia. 

THE 15TH SOLAR PROJECT SINCE 2017



Air Freight

Apart from heavy transport, barging and heavy lifting, Megalift also 
provides air freight services across the world. Air freight is your 
prudent mode of shipping if you’re moving high value and urgent 
cargoes. Our air freight team is well-versed with various industrial 
equipment of any sizes be it for oil and gas, power and other 
industries. We also handle regular shipments of dangerous 
cargoes, F & B products and other consume goods. 

Construction - Rails

We participated in the Asia’s 
Premier Power Generation event, 
Powergen Asia 2019 in MITEC, 
Kuala Lumpur last September. It 
was great meeting both new and 
familiar faces and we definitely 
strengthened our name in the 

Powergen Asia 2019 - MITEC, Kuala Lumpur PROJECT

realm of power and energy in Malaysia and beyond. See you in 
Powergen Jakarta next year!
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Activities within the MTML Group


